Figures of data, model fits, summary statistics of the models omitted from the main text are given.
Appendix D Appendix F MMR models were chosen over univariate regression models and generalized additive models (GAMs) because they balance the two necessities of goodness of fit and model interpretability. In this context, goodness of fit is defined as the ability of the model to predict or describe the underlying data. Model interpretability is the ability of the coefficients of the model terms to be understood in the context of the model's domain. The adjusted R 2 values of the simple regression models were lower than those of the others. Simple models lack interaction terms; therefore, they don't capture the different degradation trends between materials very well, nor the synergistic effects between stressors. For example, a simple model that includes a indicator variable to represent the presence of moisture contact and ignores interaction with UV photodose does not accurately represent the degradation process, because light is the primary source of stress and there is significant synergy between the two stressors. The simple model provides the highest level of interpretability because the effect of each term in the model is separate and can be assessed via the coefficients. In contrast, the GAMs showed high overall adjusted R 2 values. While GAMs fit the data well due to the combination of highly flexible spline bases and the lack of limitation on knot placement, they lack interpretability. GAM models do not provide any straightforward means of extracting coefficients for spline terms, so one cannot interpret the impact of each term. GAMs effectively function as supervised black-box models. MMR models balance fit and interpretability because good fits can be obtained, as shown by the relatively high adjusted R 2 values, and models are interpretable because coefficients are explicitly defined for univariate terms and interaction terms.
